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Luxembourg Air Rescue makes a stop at the 
Luxembourg Science Center - LAR goes LSC!

From 8th to 30th October 2022, Luxembourg Air Rescue (LAR) will present its mission at the 

Luxembourg Science Center (LSC) featuring a permanent exhibition, workshops and shows 

dedicated to air rescue and emergency medicine.

LAR is delighted to exhibit at the LSC, the fun and exciting discovery centre for science and tech- 

nology. In its large exploration room, visitors can discover nearly 100 interactive stations,  

spectacular science shows and daily workshops allowing them to observe and interact with the 

wonders of our world.

The permanent exhibition is open to the public from Monday to Friday from 09:00 to 17:00.  

Visitors will be able to see exciting and informative films about air rescue on a large screen, the first 

LAR incubator, a 3D scan of an LAR rescue helicopter shown on an interactive touch screen, and, 

last but not least, the highlight of the exhibition: LARS, a former LAR rescue helicopter used for  

exhibition purposes.

During the weekends, the exhibition is open to the public from 10:00 to 18:00. Visitors will have 

the opportunity to meet the LAR teams personally on site and to participate in exciting workshops 

and shows.

On the first two weekends (8th-9th and 15th-16th October), experienced LAR intensive care nurses 

will be holding workshops on the most important first aid skills.

During the last two weekends (22nd-23rd and 29th-30th October), visitors will take off in a show 

together with the LAR experts and discover the scientific phenomena of flying.

The number of seats per show is limited, therefore it is recommended to register with the LSC at 

www.science-center.lu. Participation in the shows is included in the admission price.

Founded in 1988, Luxembourg Air Rescue (LAR) today has approx. 180,000 members. The non-profit organization, with its subsidiary 
Luxembourg Air Ambulance (LAA), operates six MD902 rescue helicopters as well as four ambulance jets, including three Learjet 45XR 
and one Challenger 605. With 190 employees, LAR is dedicated to saving lives and rescuing those in distress in Luxembourg and in 
the Greater Region 24/7 and 365 days a year. Featuring its own alert centre, LAR applies the highest safety and quality standards in 
the fields of medicine, technology and aviation. The motto «air rescue without borders» is a lived reality at LAR: in December 2020,  
Luxembourg Air Rescue was awarded the 2020 Adenauer-De Gaulle Prize for its outstanding cross-border achievements during the 
Corona crisis. www.lar.lu 
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